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From the Principal
Well, who would have believed what our entire
first semester of 2022 would look like? It has
been a challenging semester for us all, with
rolling numbers of staff, students and families
sick with COVID. It has been very heartening
to see how everyone has been supporting
one another and many of our usual Term 2
activities have been able to go ahead relatively
unchanged.
Term 2 is always such a busy time with
NAPLAN, ESTs and Exams for Years 10 to
12 and these went ahead with really high
participation numbers. I have been impressed
at the numbers who have been keen to follow
up with catch-up times and assessments
when these key things have been missed. In
addition, we have had fabulous success with
our AFL and Netball teams and even managed
to squeeze in a few camps. These have all
taken an enormous effort for the staff involved
to organise and ensure that they could go
ahead with adequate staff but also in a COVID
safe way with multiple risk management plans.
Our Arts team has also done wonders with the
Arts week showcase held in Week 9. Our Music
night was sensational, remembering that most
of the ensembles had been unable to rehearse
together all of Term 1.
Photos: Elimination Day for Netball Specialist
Program students - determination in the rain.

In Week 9, the much anticipated Year 12
Melville SHS Ball took place at the Pan Pacific.
Unfortunately, I could not attend due to illness,
but staff reported that our Year 12s looked
amazing and behaved in a manner that I know
we have come to expect, but it is an absolute
credit to them.
I want to thank Mr Rowan Gerard for organising
the evening and ensuring that the milestone
could go ahead despite ever-changing rules. I
look forward to seeing the many photos from
the night.
I think it is essential to acknowledge the amazing
work and efforts not only of our teachers but
also every one of the school’s staff members.
In speaking to many of my colleagues, I
am constantly reminded of our staff’s highly
professional and dedicated approach. I believe
we are lucky to have a School that is a vital part
of our community and staff that often go above
and beyond, even during a time of uncertainty
for so many of them and their families.
I hope all students and families have a relaxing
holiday break and look forward to welcoming
everyone back for Term 3. We have our
scheduled parent interviews on 21 July 1-6 pm
and I look forward to seeing as many parents
as possible during this time.
Kind regards
Mrs Kylie Bottcher
Principal
Melville Senior High School

Netball Specialist Program
High School Cup

Congratulations to all the Netball teams who
competed at the High School Cup this Term.
Melville SHS will have representation from all
of our top girls’ teams across all age groups
on Grand Final day next Term. A massive
congratulations to the team coaches!
Especially their encouragement in the very
wintery conditions (also experienced by the
photographer). Full Report and more pictures
on page 27.
Do you know keen Year 5 and 6 Netball
players? Netball Specialist Program Trials are
now open. Applications close on 17 August
and more information is HERE
Photos: Elimination Day Netball Specialist
Program

Netball Specialist Program

Gifted and Talented
Our Gifted and Talented Program has had a big
term, with plenty of events to keep us busy and
engaged. The program continued annual nonacademic excursions, collaborated with Arts for
a limited experience, focused on their writing in
masterclasses with Curtin University academics
and celebrated the term’s successes.

Year 9 GAT - Escape Hunt

In Week 1, Year 9 students had the opportunity to
work in teams to strengthen their communication
skills and have some fun outside the classroom.
Students used observation, correlation, problemsolving and pattern recognition to escape
an interactive room. All teams successfully
escaped in under an hour, but only one team
took first place in leaving the room in under 45
minutes! Thank you to Escape Hunt Experience
in Fremantle for the challenge!

Year 10 - Van Gogh Alive - Visual Arts/GAT

Term 2 is always demanding for Year 10
students between examinations and subject
selection. However, this did not stop students
from taking advantage of unique events outside
the classroom. In collaboration with the Arts
Department, selected Year 10 students could
view works of excellence and experience
Vincent Van Gogh’s work in a multi-sensory
and immersive context. The cross-curricular
excursion allowed students to broaden their
technical understanding and extend their
sense of human empathy through the life and
experiences of Van Gogh.

Year 11 and 12 GAT - Curtin University
Writing Workshops

Throughout Term 2, the Gifted and Talented
Program collaborated with the English
Department to engage in Curtin University’s
Humanities Outreach Program. At the start
of the term, Year 11 English ATAR students
participated in a writing masterclass with
professor and local author David WhishWilson. Students strengthened their knowledge
of various technical aspects of creative writing
and learned techniques for composing under
timed conditions. In Week 8, Year 12 English
ATAR students attended an online masterclass
with Curtin academics focussing on Australian
texts that reflect the notion of post-coloniality
and complex race histories. Students not only
to got a taste of a university-level lecture but
also extended their knowledge of studied texts
while preparing for WACE examinations. Thank
you to Curtin University for its interesting and
engaging masterclasses!

GAT Champion - Future Problem-Solving
Scenario Writing

The Melville SHS Gifted and Talented Program
is pleased that one of our own, Om Sharma,
is the International Champion for the Senior
Division in the Future Problem-Solving Writing
Competition (FPS). See details on the English
page
Photos: Clockwise from top right: Van Gogh
Alive, Escape Hunt and Writing Workshops.

Languages - Chinese
The “Chinese Bridge” Chinese Proficiency
Competition is an annual worldwide Chinese
second language speaking and performance
competition. The theme for the competition this
year was “Fly High with Chinese”.

Ruby impressed all the judges and the online
audience with her excellent speech in Chinese
and question answering, written test and
singing a song titled ‘Tomorrow’ based on a
famous poem of the Ming Dynasty.

Congratulations to Year 11 ATAR Chinese
Second Language student Ruby Nguyen, who
won First Prize in the Australian National Final.
She was awarded the opportunity to represent
Australia and compete at the Global Finals in
China if the travelling restrictions are lifted;
otherwise, the competition will be held online.

There were 15 contestants from four different
states in the final. Ruby and two students from
Perth Modern represented WA.

The competition consists of three components:
a written test in Chinese on general knowledge
of China, an unscripted speech in Chinese and
a Chinese cultural performance.

Ruby is an international student from Vietnam
who has been studying Chinese for about two
years. Her teacher, Ms Stephanie Wignell,
said, “Ruby is a very diligent and hard-working
student. She has been very attentive and
focused during class time.”

Languages - Italian
Students Working With STEM Skills In
Languages

Throughout the semester, the Year 8 students of
Italian have worked hard to learn about houses
and cities. Whilst practising the language
required to describe these in Italian, they also
explored cultural aspects of Italian dwellings
and places like the ‘piazza’. For their final
assignment, students produced a presentation
of a house or described an Italian piazza using
real-life images. From digital presentations to
cardboard models; It was amazing to see a
display of STEM skills, creativity and Italian
language among our students. Bravi!
Ruby with her Chinese Language teacher Ms Wignell

Italian Heritage In Fremantle

Italian migration to Australia dates back to the
Endeavour, with two Italian individuals serving
on board. Since then, Italian migrants have
steadily moved to Australia; nowadays, over
one million Australians claim Italian heritage.
The Year 10 Italian class had the opportunity
to spend a day in Fremantle to learn about the
Italian heritage in Fremantle and WA.
Our day started with looking at the Welcome
wall, a tribute to those migrants who arrived
by sea. Here, students learnt about Italian
people’s tremendous contribution to everyday
life, from hospitality to construction and more.
We then attended the ‘Nonna’s Project’, an
exhibition at the Maritime Museum celebrating
Italian culture and traditions through the lives
of some remarkable Italian grandmothers.
It was then time for lunch, we had an Italian
feast! Fantastic pasta and gelato. After a lucullan
lunch, we continued with our ‘passeggiata’
around Fremantle.
The fisherman monument reminded us of the
importance of Italian migrants in developing the
fishing industry in WA. Pietro Porcelli’s statue
allowed us to discuss the rich Italian artistic
contribution. Che bella giornata!

English
International Writing Winner

Year 12 Head Boy, Om Sharma, has won first
place in an international writing competition,
beating school students from the United States,
New Zealand and Singapore.
The Future Problem Solving Competition
promotes written and verbal communication
skills and encourages young people to create
a better future through creativity and problemsolving.
Om’s piece, titled ‘How It Is’, was entered into
the Senior Division of the Scenario Writing
category, where the participants had to write a
short story set at least 20 years into the future.
The events are imagined but based on reality.
“It was so sudden and out of the blue that it
took a while to sink in. After I processed it, it
was an incredible feeling. I’d always dreamt of
it, but I never expected it to happen!” said Om.
‘How It Is’ is written on personalised medicine
and set in Australia in the 2070s, where genetic
modifications are the ‘norm’. The story follows
four friends, one of whom recently had an
operation.
“I wanted to explore the everyday consequences
of a society focused on genetic modifications,
and the topic of an average night out with

friends being the setting resonated with me. I
also wanted to give a realistic take on the idea,
so I tried to incorporate real science wherever
possible. That excited me.”
“The low buzz of evening chatter. The tinkling
of beer bottles. The deep bass rumblings of the
old jukebox in the corner. It’s my first night out
with friends since the operation, and under the
amber lights of our private pub booth, Tommy
Newton clicks his fingers.” An excerpt from the
piece ‘How It Is.’
Om said it was the first time he’s competed
internationally, and even though it was daunting,
he had a great experience.
“Science Fiction has always been my favourite
genre to write about, and the prompts that
Future Problem Solving gave inspired me. I had
some successes in previous years, so I think
that motivated me to try again. My teachers
also encouraged me to give it a shot.”
The global win hasn’t slowed Om down. He’s
working on new short stories, the first draft of
a novel and plans to enter more competitions.
Om’s success also marks the third year
that Melville Senior High School has had an
internationally placed winner in the competition
and the first time the school has had an
international champion.

HASS
Politics and Law

In Week 7, Supreme Court Justice Stephen
Hall visited Melville Senior High School as a
guest speaker for the Years 11 and 12 ATAR
Politics & Law students. Justice Hall spoke to
the students about the Judiciary and what it is
to be a judge. He shared a wealth of knowledge
about the adversarial system, the accountability
of the courts within the Australian legal system
and the separation of powers.

Above:
Om Sharma
Below:
Justice Stephen Hall with Year 11 and 12
Politics and Law students

The students responded with some very
interesting questions to which Justice Hall
responded, answering all questions in depth,
sharing insights from his experiences in the
Judiciary.
We would like to express our gratitude and
appreciation to Justice Hall. It was a privilege
and a wonderful opportunity for students to
gain more understanding and knowledge of the
Australian Legal System. Stay tuned for some
testimonials from the students.

Science
Titration is the process of chemical analysis in which the
quantity of some constituent of a sample is determined by
adding to the measured sample an exactly known quantity of
another substance with which the desired constituent reacts
in a definite, known proportion.
At the end of Term 1, Year 12 students conducted titration of
an unknown sample containing a mixture of sugar and citric
acid. This process involved students working with precise
equipment, standardised solutions and using coloured
indicators to determine the exact amount of reactant that
was used to neutralise the citric acid. Once their data is
collected they analysed their results to determine the original
percentage of sugar mixed with the citric acid.

Biological Field Studies

In Week 6, the Year 11 Biology class carried out transects,
quadrats and capture-recapture fieldwork techniques on the
school grounds. The class is pictured measuring a quadrat
or recording what is underneath each intersection within the
quadrat frame.
Transects and quadrats are ecological tools that quantify the
relative abundance of organisms in an area. To track changes
over time, it is essential to quantify changes in abundance.

Soil Your Undies

This was a long term study, over three months, where the
students buried several pairs of 100% cotton mens underwear
in a variety of garden beds around the school. The purpose of
this activity was to investigate soil health in different garden
beds. Healthy soils, which support an array of decomposing
organisms, break down the cotton very rapidly. Beds where
the soil is more sand-like, little decomposition occurs. A huge
variation in decomposition/soil health was found.

Swimming Trials
See more page X

Photos right: Chemistry Titration Exam
Left: Biology

Technologies
BEBRAS Computational Thinking Challenge
Bebras is an international initiative aiming to promote
Computer Science among school students at all
ages. It engages students’ computational thinking and
problem-solving skills in a fun, interactive environment.
Melville SHS students participated in the BEBRAS
Challenge in Week 8. The challenge had over 6,600
participants from Years 7 to 10 Australia-wide and
many more around the world. Keen participants had
45 minutes to answer 15 questions that tested their
critical thinking and problem-solving skills.
Congratulations to Year 9 Gifted and Talented student
Christabel Zin who received a Distinction and the top
score for Melville SHS.
Credits were awarded to Year 7 students Jack Frey,
Ashur Raj, Napun Farrellyn and Liam Cruz and Year 8
students, Bernadette Anick and Tom Rosenthal.
BEBRAS 365 is a free resource available throughout
the year, questions are from past years’ challenges
and do not require a login to access. Students can
participate at any time throughout the year HERE.

Food Science and Technology

General Food Science and Technology teacher Ms
Kayla Di Toro, was keen to capture the fabulous
cupcakes made by her Year 11 students before they
disappeared. The class is pictured opposite.

Aviation Specialist Program

Several
Year 7 and 8 Aviation
students have experienced their first
Trial Introductory Flight (TIF) in a light
aircraft this term. Ashur Raj (pictured
left) was very excited to achieve this
goal in Week 3.

Berberas Challenge

Materials Engineering

Mr Wilmot's Year 8 Materials Engineering class
have been researching, testing, and developing
CO2 Dragsters for a competition at the end of
Term 2.
Students have been learning about the forces
a dragster is under in motion and how they can
make their dragster the fastest. The class is
competitive, and all students eye their peers'
cars with great anticipation.

Mathematics

Year 7 and 8 Gifted & Talented
students got together in Week
7 to play the computer-based
game, Gimkit. It works like
fast-paced and engaging
flash cards. The students
had to guess ‘Who am I’ to
find the correct number in a
mathematical equation.

Arts
Arts Week

In Week 9, the Arts Learning Area stepped out
on the stage with a huge week of activities and
exhibitions. A report and more photos will be in
the next Melville Matters but the photos on the
following pages give just a small window into
some activities.

Art Gallery of WA Perspectives Exhibition
WA’s talented young artists are celebrated in
this yearly showcase, gauging the pulse of
young people who will influence, empower,
and shape our world.
This year’s exhibition celebrates 30 years,
featuring 49 works by the 2021 Year 12 Visual
Arts graduates from 32 schools across WA.
Congratulations to 2021 Graduate ATAR Visual
Art students, Charlotte Simmons and Melissa

Howman, both selected for the prestigious
Pulse Perspectives exhibition at the Art Gallery
of WA.
Charlotte (pictured below with Ms Mellissa
McCarty) submitted a Media work that used oil
and ink on canvas called Sanguine Hope and
her description was as follows:
Walking into desolated prison cells at S-21
and seeing pictures of tortured bodies will
forever stick with me. A school service trip to
Cambodia in 2019 left an incredible impression
on me. My art practice was a very emotional
journey and I have used portraiture as a vehicle
to highlight cultural and social injustices. The
painting depicts an old Cambodian woman
who survived the atrocities at Cheoung Ek as
she sits chewing on a betel leaf. The monks
rely on her for their morning meals before
their afternoon meditation. As a volunteer, she
dedicates her life to helping others.

Melissa Howman’s work (pictured opposite
page, bottom right) is What a Waste! Using oil
paint, pencil, and glazed ceramics pieces on a
wooden box. Her description was:
More and more shipping containers are falling
into the sea, ‘What a waste!’ Is a commentary
on container ships falling overboard at sea in
storms polluting waterways and oceans. The
box shape refers to Jeffery Smart’s container
paintings. The mundane and ordinary objects
such as shipping containers, signs, buildings
are given interest through repeated shapes
and bright saturated primary and secondary
colours, creating extraordinary forms.
The exhibition will be running from 20 April to
24 July, 2022.

South of Swan Dance Festival

In Week 8, students from various high schools
in the south metropolitan region came together
to present an exciting evening of dance works.
Audience members were entertained by
Melville’s wonderful dancers from Years 7 to 12
with a range of Dance genres and styles. This
year 105 of our students participating in the
annual Dance festival. Thank you to families,
students, friends, and teachers who came
along to clap, cheer and support our students
as they took to the stage at the State Theatre
Centre of WA.

South of the Swan Dance Festival
at the State Theatre Centre

Arts Week
K-pop Random Dance Party
at Recess

Arts Week
Photos left page:
Graphic Design Media
and
Visual Art Display
Photos this page:
Certificate III in Music
Lunchtime Concert

Study and Life Skills Program
Info Bites

This Term, the Teaching and Learning Team
continued to upload weekly Info Bites on Connect,
covering various topics from Mnemonics and
online study tools to assignment planning
and presentation. We also provided support
documents and activities for students to access.

Before and After School Workshops

Our before and after school workshops continued
to achieve results, with many students attending
regularly. Various topics were covered at length,
specifically focusing on creating study tools for
tests and exams.
Here is what some attendees have said about
the workshops: “These sessions have been
extremely helpful as I feel I am more organised
and can prepare better for tests. I am now
studying more efficiently and spend less time
studying. My results have improved, and I am
not as stressed before a test.” (Year 7 student)
Also, “Since I have attended these classes, I
have seen a major turnaround in my grades and
how I am doing in school. These classes have
helped me mentally, making me more focused
and less stressed.” (Year 8 student).

Gifted and Talented Seminars

In conjunction with the School Psychologists,
we have worked to deliver a couple of seminars
to the Year 10 GAT class. The purpose of these
seminars is to support and extend students’ study
habits, organisation, and memory techniques.

Year 10 Exam Support

In the lead-up to the Year 10 exams, the study
skills team offered extra support in several
areas:
• Study timetable
• Organisation
• Study tips and techniques
• What to do before and during an exam
• Storage of study tools
Students had to sign up at recess and lunch and
meet with the study skills team. Each student
received a booklet with information on exam tips
and strategies along with a study and homework
timetable.

Mnemonics

The study skills strategy this Term has been
Mnemonics, and staff displayed Mnemonics
from various subjects in the tuition centres of
the LRC. In our workshops, students have been
creating their mnemonics, focusing on creativity
and originality. Each creation has gone into the
draw to win some great prizes.

Melville Learning Program
Assemblies

Our assemblies focused on learning strategies
looking at memory and the elements of effective
notetaking. We also revisited the forgetting
curve and the importance of creating a study and
homework timetable to ensure we memorise all
content.

Upper School Exam Preparation Workshop

The study skills team have offered six exam
preparation workshops. These workshops are
designed to support Year 12 ATAR students
to develop and strengthen their study skills for
exams. Topics covered in the six workshops are:
• Improving note taking and how to study from
your notes
• How to remember content
• Command words and past exam papers
• Creating answers using different command
words
• What to do before and during exams
• Creating and sharing study tools
We will be offering these workshops again in
Semester 2, targeting Year 11 students.

Woodwork with MLP

Mr Bailey Bartholomeusz teaches the MLP
Woodwork class this Semester and is very
proud of his class, who have been making
wooden Minecraft people this term.
The students are pictured below with their
dedicated EAs.

Health and Physical Education
State Team Representation

Congratulations to the following students:
• Year 11 student Sydney Richards was a part
of the State U/16 Softball Team who received
Bronze at the National Championships.
• Year 12 student Ebony Hinchliffe represented
Perth Heat in the Open Women’s Baseball
Team and they achieved Bronze at the
National Championships.
• Year 10 student Jayden Hinchliffe is a State
Under 16 Softball Team member.
• Year 10 student Maya Louvel-Finn has been
selected to represent WA in the 2022 AFL 15s
Girls Championship, competing at the School
Sport Australia National Championships in
NSW in July.

Senior Boys AFL

The senior boys AFL have finally broken the
drought and won their first game in a very long
time. They have had their best season yet and
played three fantastic games. They narrowly lost
to Corpus Christi and Willetton and then had their
famous win against Fremantle College.
Congratulations to these boys on such a great
year. The games were an absolute pleasure to
watch and the school could not be prouder of your
efforts in the interschool program. Their super
coach was Mr Lockyer, who inspired their first win
and committed to another season of coaching.

Senior Girls AFL

The girls were undefeated in the four Round
Games against Emmanuel, Corpus Christi, Seton

and Fremantle Colleges. They beat Belmont
College in the Preliminary and lost the grand final
to Wanneroo SHS by 1 point! the Best Player for
our school in the grand final was Year 12 student
Indi Strom.

Sports Coaching Fundraiser

As part of their Certificate II in Sport Coaching
course, students are required to plan and conduct
an event. Year 12 students Chris Guarino, Connor
Hackling, Mason Ward and Riley Connelly (with
assistance from additional helpers) chose to run
a sausage sizzle fundraiser in Week 8 for Cancer
Council WA and raised $667.55.

Cross Country

Well done to all students who participated in the
House Cross County in Term 1, Week 10. It was
great to see everyone putting in their best effort
despite the warm conditions. Congratulations to
the following students:
Champion
Year 7
Year 8
Year 9

Runner Up

Hunter Meredith

Lachlan Anderson

Ava Kruger

Abby West (both top L)

Lachlan Wilson

Jake Sanders

Esther Ferguson

Lana Nicholls

Tyson Bartlett

Soroush Seraj

Adie McGrath

Abigail Barrett

Year 10 Luke Lester
Grier Paterson

Year 11 Eben Prinsloo
Jacinta Nicholls

Tara Kearns Flanagan
Mathew Reed
Elena Danicic

Photos:
Top left:
Top right:
Bottom:
		

Sports Coaching fundraiser
Ava Kruger and Abby West
Lower School Touch Rugby teams who represented Melville SHS at the all-day carnival in Week 7.
Winter sports results will be in the next Melville Matters when competitions are completed.

Senior Girls AFL

Specialist Netball Program
Well done to all Netball students on their
endeavours at recent carnivals. Results
include:
Round 1
• Twelve teams competed in round one
of the High School Cup.
• Two senior girls teams successful.
• The Year 9/10 Team 1 successful.
• The Year 7/8 Team 1 successful.
Elimination Day
• Our Year 11 & 12 boys finished in the
top two of their divisions and had to
play each other in the crossover final
to make it through to the elimination
final. The Year 12s came out on top by
three goals after a hard-fought game.
The Year 12s played Aranmore in the
elimination final and unfortunately lost
by three goals.
• Our Lower School Team 1 (Year 7/8),
Middle school Team 1 (Year 9/10) and
Senior school Team 1 (Year 11/12) girls
all went through the day undefeated
and won their elimination final, meaning
that all three teams are now through to
the Grand Final day on August 4 (week
3, Term 3).
This is the first time that Melville SHS had
representation from all of our top girls’
teams across all age groups at the Grand
Final day. A massive congratulations to
team coaches!.
Photos on this page and the following are
some of the High School Cup action.

IEC Sport
IEC Badminton and Softball

Students in the IEC have played in a badminton
competition culminating in the Week 6 finals.
The best doubles players from each class
played off against each other in a competition in
front of an appreciative crowd of IEC students.
The best four players had a very exciting match,
before Blaine Tayanes and Hendrix Figueroa
Guaregua closed out the game and became the
IEC Badminton Doubles Champions, defeating
Yung-En (Anna) Hsueh and Muhammad Samir
Bek.
In Softball, the students played a round-robin
inter-house competition over two sessions on the
one sunny day of the week. It gave the students
a chance to use their skills learnt in PE classes.
It was also a chance to mix with students outside
their class and to compete for House points. The
most valuable players included Blaine Tayanes,
Joe Betti, Fascal Rhagial, Yung-En (Anna),
Mika (Dang Quyynh Nhu) Tran and Kirusarmini
Sharmimi Mathimugarasa.

The winning House was Aquila, followed by
Cygnus, Pegasus and Gryphon. This will be a
good boost to the House Point score of Aquila.
The support from IEC staff, combined with the
enthusiasm and cooperation from the players,
made this a successful and enjoyable event for
everyone.

Alumni
Former Melville SHS student Morgan Remaj
has made a promising career as a classical
guitarist and early musician. As a guest artist
at numerous festivals such as the Black Wood
Chamber Music Festival, the Villers-Bretonneux
Festival and the Brighton Early Music Festival
in the UK, Morgan is a frequently performing
soloist in continental Europe.
He has collaborated with European-based
composers such as Jöelle Götz. In August
2019, he played a series of concerts in Perth
and Bridgetown for the WA. Classical Guitar
Society and the Bridgetown Guitar Festival. He
has been a finalist twice at the WAAPA Warana
Concerto Competition in 2016 and 2018 and
was a prize winner at the 2019 Melbourne
International Guitar Competition.
From school, Morgan was accepted into
WAAPA in 2014. Before completing his
Bachelor of Music degree in 2018, Morgan was
engaged as a student of Judicael Perroy at the
Conservatoire Rayonnement de Aulnay-SousBois during the 2016-2017 academic year,
and then at the San Francisco Conservatory
of Music during 2017-2018. He is completing
his Masters in guitar at the Höchschule für
Musik Basel with Pablo Márquez, along with a

specialist conducting studies under Rodolfo
Fischer. Morgan is also a lute student of Peter
Croton and Julian Behr at the leading early
music institute, Scholacantorum Basiliensis.
Morgan was recently in Perth to perform at the
concert below17th and 18th-century pieces
played on an historical 14-string theorbo, in
addition to classical guitar solos from 20th
century France, Japan and England. The solo
recital also featured the world premiere of a
piece of new music for the guitar by Baselbased composer Jöelle Götz.

MORGAN
REMAJ
S O L OS F O R
GUITAR AND
T H E O R BO

C HU R C H O F T H E R E S U R R E C T I O N
S W A NB O U R N E
1 0 5 SHE NT ON RD.
SW ANBOUR NE WA 6 01 0

25/0 6
7: 30P M

*(World premiere)*

W O R K S BY :
KA P SB E RGE R
T A KE MI TSU
DE VI SS ÉE
B AC H
B AR R IÈ RE
*GÖTZ *
B RE VI LLE
W A LT ON
S CU LT HORP E
D OW LA ND
CA PI R OL A

Vocational Pathway Program
Workplace Learning

Many students in Senior School are well on the
way to achieving skills for their desired careers.
Year 11 student Nicolas Wardle is enrolled at
Industry Training and Workplace Services. He
is studying a Certificate ll Automotive Servicing
while completing work experience hours in
engineering fabrication at DW Marine and
Construction.
This course is nationally recognised and allows
you to take your passion for the automotive
industry and learn new skills through theory
and practical coursework.
Sher Dhillon is completing a school-based
traineeship with Lightning Man O’Connor in
warehouse operations. This is our second
traineeship with this company and they are
extremely supportive of our students and
provide excellent mentoring and training. Sher
is also at TAFE completing a Certificate ll in
engineering pathways.
Jacob-Cody Phan was a school-based
apprentice with Davilia Barber & Barista Coffee
in Myaree and after a few months, they offered
him a full-time Apprenticeship. Taj Arden is
studying barbering/salon assistant with Salon
Express.
Pictured top to bottom: Nicolas Wardle, Sher Dhillon,
Jacob-Cody Phan and Taaj Aden

Student Services
National Sorry Day

In week 5, Year 7 students and students involved
in the Follow the Dream and Aboriginal Cultural
Enrichment Program enjoyed an incursion from
respected educator Derek Nannup.
This incursion was aligned with National
Reconciliation Week and occurred on National
Sorry Day. It was an excellent experience for
these students, as Derek went through various
aspects of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
cultures, including Dreamtime stories, the Stolen
Generation, Aboriginal Inventors, the Traditional
ways of life, Seasons and other topics.
The school is looking forward to welcoming
Derek Nannup back in Term 3 to assist with
NAIDOC Celebrations.
Focus Teacher Ms Caroline Hillcoat supervised
ACE students who worked on a big painting
representing this year’s NAIDOC Week theme
Get Up!, Stand Up!, Show Up!.
Ms Hillcoat said that the design reflected the
event’s message:
We all must continue to Get Up! Stand
Up! Show Up! For systemic change and
keep rallying around our mob, Elders, and
communities. We must do it together, whether
seeking proper environmental, cultural and
heritage protections, Constitutional change, a
comprehensive process of truth-telling, working
towards treaties, or calling out racism.

Swimming Trials
See more page X

